INTKODUCTION
Let us now give our main results (unexplained notations and conventions can be found in Sections (0) and (1)).
In Section (1 ), we study some first consequences of the relation 4Q2-(8C-l)Q+2C(2C-l)=O which holds in "Y-, between the respective Casimir operators Q and C of U and V. In our opinion, this relation is the key to the structure of V.
A general result of [7] , which is true for any superalgebra, states that irreducible Y-modules always split into a finite sum of indecomposable U-modules. In the case of G = osp( 1,2), we prove: THEOREM 1. Let V = V0 0 Vi he an irreducible "Y-module; then V0 and Vi are irreducible U-modules.
We then make precise what happens if we forget the Z,-grading of V:
THEOREM 2. Let V be an ordinary (not a priori Z,-graded) finite dimensional Y-module. There exists a grading VO@ VI for which V is a Z,-graded Y-module.
As a corollary, Burnside's theorem holds for finite dimensional Z,-irreducible V-modules.
In Section (2) we prove: THEOREM 3 . Y is entire.
The standard Lie algebras argument (which is the P.B.W. theorem) does not work, and our proof makes use of a new filtration of V; the corresponding grading operation is interpreted as a simple Inonu-Wigner contraction process.
Let us briefly discuss a more general problem: which simple Lie superalgebras do have an entire enveloping algebra? It can be checked that such a superalgebra, if classical, must be of type osp( 1,2n); when n = 1, the answer is given by Theorem 1. It would be interesting to find the answer for general n. Now, we come back to G = osp ( 1, 2) . In Section (3), we reduce the adjoint representation of G in V. This will be the key to finding primitive ideals. Let us recall the well-known classification of irreducible representations of Go and G (e.g., [S] ). We denote by D(h) (resp. 9(h)), 2hE N, the irreducible Go-module (resp. G-module) of dimension (2h + 1) (resp. (4h + 1)). For D(h) (resp. 9(h)), the value of the Casimir operator Q (resp. C) is q = h(h + 1) (resp. i = h(2h + 1)/2). As a Gr,-module, 9(h) One has YZ'=C,.~H,@V,+,, where H,E -9(n), and V,+z-9(n + f). We note that all finite dimensional irreducible representations appear in the reduction.
In Sections (4), (5) , (6) , and (7), we study the quotient algebra gi = Y/(C-A)Y, A E @, and our results lead to a complete classification of prime and primitive ideals of "Y-, which is proved in Section (8) :
Given A E @, we denote by 9;. = (C -1*)-Y-. When 1= h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E N, we denote by yA the kernel of 9(h). When A= -l/16, we denote by 4 the two sided ideal 4 = (Q -3C) Y + Y-i1i6. THEOREM 5. (1) When 1# -l/16, 9j. is maximal if and only if i # h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E N. ~j. is never completely prime.
(2) When ,? = h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E N, 9;. is maximal, and one has +$1 = CC n > 2h + , (H, @ V, + , )] @ 4.. yj, is completely prime if and only if A = 0. ,a, is primitive.
(3) When /1= -l/16, Yj, is not semi-prime (and a fortiori not primitive).
(4) 9 is primitive, maximal, and completely prime. The quotient algebra Y/Y is the Weyl algebra. One has 9 = (I,, b 0 V, + 2 ) @K ,,16.
(5) Let 2 be a prime (resp. primitive, resp. completely prime) non zero ideal of "Y; then f is one of the prime (resp. primitive, resp. completely prime) ideals in the above list. Note that (0) is completely prime (Theorem 3) but not primitive. In order to compare, let us recall the corresponding classification for U (e.g., L-101):
qEC, J,=KerD(h) when q=h(h+l), 2hEN; then Z, is always primitive and completely prime, maximal if q # h(h + l), 2h E N, contained in J, otherwise. Primitive (resp. prime non zero) ideals of U are exactly the ideals in this list.
What are the principal differences between U and Y? A striking one is the existence of the metaplectic case 1= -l/16, which is completely singular: for instance, 9-i/i6 is not even semi-prime! A second one is the existence of only three completely prime ideals in V, (namely {0}, fO, and 9) and the fact that Y>. is never completely prime. This means that the fact that Y is entire is completely lost in most irreducible infinite dimensional representations. It is not at all the case for U, which has, from this viewpoint, a much more rigid entire structure than V.
Finally, in (9), we compute the Krull dimension of V(G), when G is a general Lie superalgebra. Let us note that we have to define two notions of Krull dimension for V(G): the first one is the deviation of the ordered set of Z,-graded left ideals in V(G), let us say sKdim V(G); the second one is the ordinary Krull dimension K dim V(G), defined as the deviation of the ordered set of ordinary left ideals in V(G), (see, e.g., [6] ). Obviously SK dim Y(G) d K dim V(G). Moreover, using the canonical filtration of V(G), we define the associated graded algebra Gr V(G), and it is known that Kdim V(G) < Kdim Gr V(G) [6] . [2] . Our result gives a better estimate:
Specializing to G = osp( 1, 2), we obtain K dim "V(G) = 2.
GENERAL CONVENTIONS
All (Lie, or Lie super, or associative) algebras considered in this paper are algebras over the field of complex numbers C. Associative algebras always have a unit element. When (Lie or associative) Z,-graded algebras are concerned, all considered objects are implicitely assumed (if the contrary is not mentioned) to be Z,-graded (so modules (or representations) are Z,-graded modules, submodules are homogeneous submodules, ideals are homogeneous ideals, irreducibility is Z,-irreducibility, etc.). Given an (ordinary, or Z,-graded) associative algebra, we use the following terminology:
A is a semi-prime algebra if any two sided nilpotent ideal of A vanishes. A is a prime algebra if the product of two non zero two sided ideals of A is a non zero ideal of A. A is entire if it has no zero divisors. A is primitive if it has a faithful irreducible representation. A is quasi-simple if its only two sided ideals are (0) and A.
Given a two sided ideal I# A of A, we say that: I is a semi-prime (resp. prime, resp. completely prime, resp. primitive) ideal if A/Z is a semi-prime (resp. prime, resp. entire, resp. primitive) algebra.
Let us recall that primitive ideals are prime (e.g., [6] ). Completely prime ideals are prime, and prime ideals are semi-prime. Moreover, a maximal two sided ideal is primitive. We define the orthosymplectic super-algebra G = Go 0 Gi by the respective bases { Y, F, G} of GO, {E,, Ep } of Gt, and the commutation rules
G is a simple superalgebra, and Gc, = sl (2) . Denote by V = V(G) (resp. U= V(Go)) the enveloping algebra of U (resp. Go). By the P.B.W. theorem, V is a finite type free U-module, and since U is noetherian, V is a noetherian U-module, and, a fortiori, a noetherian algebra.
The Z,-grading G = Go 0 Gt induces a natural Z,-grading V = V0 0 6, so Y is a Z,-graded associative algebra. Note that V0 # U (e.g., E, E-E V. and E, E-4 U). Any G-module is a V-module, and conversely, so we shall make no difference between the two notions.
We Let us note [E,, E-l9 = E, Ep -E-E+.
One has [C, Q] = [C, [E,, E-l91 = [Q, [E,, E.-l,] =0 and therefore, the relation to be proved can be written as Q.E.D.
It is well-known [7] (and easily obtained from the fact that V is a noetherian U-module) that any finitely-generated V-module splits into a direct sum of a finite number of indecomposable U-modules. For irreducible V-modules, one can be much more precise: 5) A representation of G or G0 is a Harish Chandra module if Y is diagonal, with finite dimensional eigenvalues. All irreducible Harish Chandra modules of Go are computed in [9] . All irreducible Harish Chandra modules of G are computed in [3] . Obviously, finite dimensional G or G,J modules are Harish Chandra modules, and it is known that they split into a direct sum of irreducible submodules (e.g., [S] for the case of G). This is no longer true for infinite dimensional Harish Chandra modules of G or Go [31.
(1.6) In our conventions, we have assumed that modules over Z,-graded algebras are always Z,-graded. In this subsection, let us see what happens if we forget that V is a Z,-graded algebra and consider ordinary (so a priori not Z,-graded) Y-modules.
(1.7) THEOREM 2. Let V be an ordinary (not necessarily Z,-graded) finite dimensional Y-module. Then there exists a grading V = Vo@ VI for which V-is a Z,-graded Y-module.
Proof: As a Go-module, V splits into a direct sum of irreducibles, so Q is diagonal. Using (1.2) it results that C is also diagonal. We write V = c AEn W,, where W, = {u/0 = JJ} # (0). Obviously, W, is a Y-module, and if we prove (1.7) for W,, it will be true in general. So we can assume that C=lZdv.
Using (1.4), we see that V=S,@S,,, where {q, q'j = (82 -1 f Jm)/8, S, and S,, are the eigenspaces of Q of eigenvalue q and q', respectively. Note that q # q', since q = q' implies C = -h, and then q = q' = -A, which does not correspond to any finite dimensional representation of Go.
From the definition (l.O), one has C= Q -(E, E--Ep E+)/2, and we compute
and by similar computations 2EpC=EpQ+QEp+E_/4
Therefore, if VE S,, we obtain
and the same formulae exchanging q and q'. This proves that E, maps S, into S,, and S,, into S,. Moreover, S, and S,, are obviously Go stable, so if we set V0 = S,, Vi = S,,, for the grading V= V0 @ Vt , V is a Z,-graded V-module. Q.E.D.
(1.7.3) COROLLARY. Let V be a Z,-graded irreducible finite dimensional Y-module. Then V is an ordinary irreducible Y-module.
Prooj
Let V = V, @ VI. As a Go-module, V is semi-simple with isotypical components V, and V, (1.6). If W is a (not necessarily homogeneous) G-submodule of V, W must reduce on the isotypical components, so W is homogeneous, and W= (0) or V.
Q.E.D.
(1.7.4) As a consequence of (1.7), (1.7.3), and (1.5), any finite dimensional V-module reduces into a direct sum of irreducible submodules. We shall make free use of this property in the remainder of the paper. Moreover, by (1.7.3), Burnside's theorem holds for (Z,-graded) finite dimensional irreducible V-modules. This means that if (n, V) is a V-module of type 9(h), then n(V) = End V.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Obviously, Y is a filtered algebra, and by P.B.W., Gr Y is isomorphic to C[ Y, F, G] @ /i(E+ , E_), which is not entire, and so the standard proof cannot be applied. Our proof will make use of a less refined filtration, but first, we need some computational lemmas: (2.1) LEMMA. The following formulas hold:
Proof: E, Y= (Y-l/2) E,, Ep Y= (Y+ l/2) E-, we check by induction. E, Y" = (Y-l/2)" E, , Ep Y" = (Y+ l/2)" E-, and then we have the two first relations. Using E-F = FE-+ E, , we obtain by induction E-F"= F"E-+ nF"-'E,.
Since F= 2E:, we deduce the third relation, and then the fourth one. The two next ones are deduced from the same sort of arguments.
The last formula is then true for c( = 1, and easily obtained in general by an induction using the first proved formulas.
Q.E.D. ids, ) by (2.1).
i<B Therefore, uv E <k + k'j.
(2.3.2) We now introduce 4 =Gr Y, by 4 =&<,-, pk, where Q" = qo,, and Qk = qkj/qk-,) if k > 1. Given u E V, there exists a unique k such that ~~~~~ and ~&*y;~~~); we set ti=u+~k-rI).
The product on 4 is now defined by U . U' = uu' + Tk + k, _ r,. 9 is a graded associative --algebra. From (2.2), we see that the set { Y"E*, i?! , n, LX, /I E fV } is a basis of 4. Let us now characterize 9 a little more:
From the relation E-E, = Y-E, E-, we deduce E-E, = -E, E-, and therefore [E+ , E-1 = 0. Similarly, one easily shows that the following commutation rules hold in 9:
Let us denote by G= Go + Gr this new superalgebra, with basis ---{Y, F, G} for Go, and {E,, E_ > for Gr. Using the above basis of 4 and the P.B.W. theorem, one checks that 7 = V(G). Therefore, filtering Y and taking the associated graded algebra 4, we have obtained the enveloping algebra of the superalgebra G defined by the commutation rules (2.3.3). We start with the superalgebra G and use a simple Inonu-Wigner contraction. We set Y' = Y, F' = e2G, E', = EE+, E E R. We then take the limit E + 0 in the commutation rules, and obtain a contraction of G, which is obviously the superalgebra G. So, our operation of filtering and then grading can be interpreted as an Inonu-Wigner contraction process. Let us now denote by degEi the degree of an element in Q with respect to E,. Now, in this summation, there is exactly one term of deg,+ equal to c(~ + & which is obtained if c1= c1,, and TV' = ah. If now we assume that both u and U' do not vanish, we are led to a contradiction, because this assumption implies that both &,,,, and &,,. do not vanish, and the above equality implies that &,cloL$ab = 0. Therefore Q is entire.
We now prove the second claim.
Given u E Y, we set deg(u) = inf{k/u E V(k)}. Since 4 = Gr V is entire, one has deg(uu') = deg(u) + deg( u') when u # 0 and U' # 0. The second claim follows.
Q.E.D. We introduce the standard filtration Vn of V. From the P.B.W. theorem one hasdimYJVn-,=n2+(n+1)*, n>l.
We consider the subspaces H, = @, H, = G, H, = the submodule of V2 generated by F2. Obviously, H, N 9(O), H, 2: 9(l), and H, N g(2), since F2 is a dominant weight vector of weight 2. Now we set &=Q-3C, f31,2=FEp -YE+ +3/4E,, K,,,= YE_ + GE+ + 3/4E_, and V, = span(e,, 9,,2, K,,,). This proves that V, is G-stable, and since 6)r,* is a dominant weight vector of weight 4, which generates V,, we obtain V2 N g(i).
The sum H, 0 V, is direct because H, and V, are irreducible inequivalent G-modules, the sum V, @ CH, is obviously direct because C =
is not in q, and the sum H,@V,@~@CH, is direct because H, is of type g(2), V, is of type LB(i), and VI @ CH, is of type W 1) 0 WI.
Finally, dim(H2@V,@CH,)=9+3+1=13=dim~2-dim~~. Q.E.D.
We need some more notations:
We denote by H,, n z 0, the G-submodule of ^y^ generated by F"; by Vn, n B 2, the G-submodule of Vn generated by F"-20,,2. From ad E+(F")=ad E+(F"-28,,2)=0, and ad Y(F")=nF", ad Y(F"P28,,2)= (n -5) F"P2t9,,2, we see that H, 21 g(n), and V,, 2: g(n -5). Finally, we set v,= v, = (0). if n iseven if n is odd.
Proof: The result is true for n = 0, 1, 2, from (3.1). By induction, we assume that it is true up to rank (n -1).
First, we note that the map u + Cu is a G-morphism, injective since Y" is entire, and so = CH,-, OCV,,-,0C2H,~40C2Vn~40
...
Second, we note that H,@ V, is direct, since H, 2 g(n), V, N s(n -3). NOW, we have to prove that "y^ = qz _, @ CA,-2 @ H, @ V,. Assuming that u~v~',-, nCA,-,, we get u=Ca, aEA,-*; if a#O, then CZ=O, and we get a contradiction to (2.4.1), so a = u = 0.
We now compute (H,0V,,)n(Y~T,,@CA.-2).
H,1:9(n), V,E 9(n -;), and such types do not appear in the reduction of YH ~ r @ CA, _ *, so the intersection vanishes. We have proved that the sum is direct, and finally it remains to show the equality with "y;,. We compute: This sum being direct, it is obvious from (2.4.1) that the sum Cpao(C-2)" 2 is also direct. We prove by induction that cp=o ,.._, n cp-@=cp=o ,.__, n (C -A)p A?. It is true if n = 0, we assume that it is true for (n -1 ), and consider x E C,, = o, _,,, n CpX. We have with r' E 1, = o, . ,, -, CpX c C, = o, . ,, _ ,( C -n)p 2". Therefore, we obtain that Cp=o ,..., n Cpx' = Cpzo, ..,, ,, (C-A)pX, V~EN, and since y-= c p a o CpX, we conclude that V = zp a o( C -2)" 2.
THE QUOTIENT ALGEBRA B?i
Let us note 99i = V/( C -A)V, and similarly B, = U/(Q -q) U, 1, q E @. The structure of B, is well known (e.g., [S, 11) .
From the natural Z,-grading V = V0 @ Vi, we get a Z,-grading J?J~ = 6Bj,0 0 9Jj.r. Given u E V", we denote by ii its canonical image in ~j.. Using (1.2), we see that the equality If i # -&, one has qO # qr ; if 2 = -h, one has qO = qr = -5. As a consequence of (4.1), a), is never an entire algebra; equivalently, the ideal (C -2) V is not completely prime. where fi, 'v 9(n) is generated, as a G-module, by F", and vn 'Y 9(n -5) is generated by Fn-*g,,* (see Section 3).
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Assume that 2 # -A, then ~8~~ z B,, x B,,. As an algebra, ST4 is generated by GO; as a ?Jj.,-module, gj. is generated by 1, E + , and E-.
Proof: Since qO#ql, we can define lo=(e-ql)/(qo-qi), li=(&qo)/ . (qr -qO) and check that l,+l,=l, lo'li =O.
From these identities, we deduce 1 i = 1 n, 1 f = 1 i . We define linear mappings P0 and PI by PO(U) = 10% Pi(U)= liU, for U E ~j.0.
Obviously, PO Using the P.B.W. theorem and the relation i?+ B-= 0 -A + $y, we see that ~8~~ is generated, as an algebra, by Go, and that aj, is generated (as a g*,,-module) by 1, E,, and 8-. Moreover, one has P,(uo) = P;(u) P,(u), --
It then results that A,, and Aqi are unitary subalgebras of &Jj.O, with respective neutral element 10 = Po( 1) and 1 t = Pi( 1). Moreover A,, . Aqi = 0 and gA,, is the direct sum of the two ideals A,, and Aqi. We compute PO(o) = lC,li+qOl~=q~lrj, PI(e)=lIlo+qili=qili. So the canonical morphism cpO (resp. vi) from U onto A,, (resp. Aa) defined by the relations cpO( Y) = PO( P), cpO(F) = PO(p), q+,(G) = PO(G) (resp. qr( Y) = Pi( 8), VI(F)= Pi(P), cpr(G) = Pi(G)) induces a morphism (that we denote by the same letter) cpO (resp. qi) from B,, (resp. B,,) onto A,, (resp. A,,). Now, it remains to prove that cpo and vi are one to one.
Using (3.2) and (3.3), we easily deduce that the adjoint representation of Go on 9?A0 reduces as gAO N C,.O(D(n) @ D(n)). It is well-known that the adjoint representation of Go on B,, reduces as B, z C, a 0 D(n).
Actually, A,, and Aqi are Go submodules of %?j-O (for the adjoint representation); moreover, one has gj.O = A,, 0 Aqi, and they are quotients respectively of the GO-modules B,, and B,,, so, using the above reductions, we obtain that necessarily A,,=C,.,D(n), Aqi -xRaOD(n), so cpO and qr are one to one.
Q.E.D. Q.E.D. In this section, we assume that /1 =h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E IV. There exists exactly one irreducible finite dimensional representation rr of G for which rc(C) = h(2h + 1)/2; it is the representation 9(h). Any representation of G can be reduced as a sum of irreducible ones, so any finite dimensional aj,-module is semi-simple and isotypical of type .9(h). and since each of This proves that P'"" and F2h81,2 E 9. But 9' is a two sided ideal, so it is also a G-module for the adjoint action, so p,, c 9, V'n 2 2h + 1, and p,,c.Y, Vn32h+2. We conclude that $Px~,,~~~+, i?n@&a2h+2 8,. By Burnside's theorem (1.7.5) dim(?8jjY) = (4h + l)*. But dim(C,,2h t?, oc n<2h+1 k,)=P+ 1)'. SO we obtain ~==Cn~2,,+I fi,,@C,,>2,,+2 k Q.E.D.
(5.2) Up to now, we only know one primitive ideal of g*: the ideal 9 of (5.1) which is of finite codimension, and related to the irreducible finite dimensional representation 9(h). Using Burnside's theorem (1.7.5), we see that .Y is completely prime if and only if J* = 0. In general, Z'is prime.
On the other hand, from [3, Theorem 4.2.13)], 9?A has a large number of infinite dimensional irreducible representations. Let us compute the kernel of these representations: (5.2.1) PROPOSITION. 9' is the only non trivial two sided ideal of LB;,.
Any irreducible infinite dimensional representation is faithful, and Bj, is a primitive algebra.
Proof Let f # (0) b e a two sided ideal of ~8): First, we show that dirn [~J~] < +co: Since 2 is a G-module for the adjoint action, there must exist n such that i7,cf or V,,,+,c,$. In the first case, Fn E $J, so Frn E y, Vm > n, and since the G-module fim is generated from p,,,, we obtain that C,,, a n 8, c d. Moreover, F"$ii2 E 2, Vm > II, so by the same argument, C, a n p, + z c f. From these inclusions, we conclude that dim[@J$] < +co. In the second case, P"g,,, = F" ad E, (8,) E f, so ad E_ (pn ad E, (&)) E f. From the proof of (3.1) one has ad E_ ad E, (8,) = -k +8,, so adE-(~:"adE+(8,))=nE+P"~'adE+(8,)+fP"i7,~~. Therefore, we obtain F"+ '8, E 9.
Notethatusing(1.2),onehas48~+(16C+1)8,+C(16C+l)=O.So,if 3, # 0, 8, is invertible in ?Ji, and its inverse is given by
Therefore, F" + 'go8; ' = p"+ i E 9, we are back to the first case, and dim[gA/gP] < +co. Now, let us assume that 1b = 0. By (1.7.2), 2E, C= E, Q + QE, + :E+.
Since i = 0, we have &, = e, so we obtain 8, = -4(,!?+ 8, + e,e+) (1.7.1) and P=28:
= -S(E+g,,E+ +gO,!?:). We compute u = E+(P"+'i?,) E+ + (Pnf '8,) i?: ~2 and obtain u=F"+'(E+&,E+ +&,&)= -$n+2~f, so we come back to the first case, and conclude that dirn[gJy ] < +co. If we assume that 4 # ~j., since 98). is noetherian, we can find a maximal left ideal M which contains f. The gi-module BA/M is irreducible and finite dimensional, so it is isomorphic to 9(h), and its kernel is 9. But 2, being a two sided ideal contained in M, is contained in the kernel of BjM, so $cY.
Let us introduce the finite dimensional algebra @? = gA/%. Any %-module is obviously a a;,-module, so 9? has only one irreducible module, namely 9(h). Moreover, since any finite dimensional Y-module is semi-simple (see (1.7.5)), any finite dimensional '%'-module is semi-simple, and by the way, %? as a module over itself is semi-simple. This proves that V is a simple algebra.
Consequently, the only two sided ideals of $? are the trivial ones. Therefore Y/f = (0) or %?. If Y/f= {0}, we get 9 = f. Y/f = $9 is excluded, because $P # 98). implies that dim Y/y < dim[99Jy].
Q.E.D. If A# h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E N, Bj, has no finite dimensional representation. Proof: Let I/= V0 0 I'1 be a finite dimensional representation of gj,. Then V is a G-module, so it reduces to a direct sum of irreducible submodules. But C acts on V as the scalar A, and C acts on an irreducible module 9(h) as the scalar h(2h + 1)/2, 2h E N, so there is a contradiction.
Q.E.D. Proof:
See (6.1).
Our first proposition shows that S?P1,,6 is very different from the general LA?~., I.# -l/16. From (7.3.1), we deduce that 9 = (Q -3C)V + (C + A) V is a two sided ideal of V, and therefore 3 is a two sided ideal of %,,,,.
Moreover, using (7.3.1) once more and (7.1), we see that given a product This proves that & I,,6 is not a semi-prime algebra, and, a fortiori, is not a primitive algebra [6] .
(7.4) Let us now give a brief introduction to the Weyl algebra, e.g. [4] . We introduce the space V= C[x], graded by V0 = span{x'", n E IV }, Vr = span{x2n+', n E FV }, and the two linear operators p = d/dx and q = x. One has [p, q] = 1. We denote by A the algebra generated by p and q, which is naturally graded as A = A0 @ Ar by the graduation inherited from the graduation of V. Given c1 E A,, i = 0 or T, we set deg a = i. The set { p"q", n, m E N } (resp. { p"q", n + m even}, resp. {p"q", n + m odd} is a basis of A (resp. of Ao, resp. of At). From Lie's viewpoint, A can be given the two following structures: We define y = i[p, q], f = iq2, g = -ip', e, = $4, eP = ip. The subspace of A generated by these elements is a super algebra isomorphic to G which we denote by the same letter. Since G generates the algebra A, we deduce a morphism 4 from Y onto A. It is easily seen that Moreover, from the formulae [ Proof: The result is true for A,, N 9(O) and A, E 9(1)09(O), so, by induction, we assume that it holds for AZkP 2.
The G-submodule W, c A,, is isomorphic to 9(k), so dim W, = 4k + 1, and W,n Alke2= {0} since the reduction of A,,-, does not contain 9(k). But dim AZk--dim AzkP2= 4k+l=dim W,, so A,,=AZkp2@Wk. Q.E.D. One has D + & = 8,, and from (3.1), as a G-module for the adjoint action, r,, is generated by FnP 2g,j2 = P"--' ad E+ (8,). 3 being a two sided ideal (7.3), it results that vn c 9, Vn 2 2, and then that Ker 4 = 3. Q.E.D. .$ is a primitive and completely prime ideal of B8 l!,6.
Proof
Since A N g'_ ,,,6/CF, .7 is primitive from the given definition of A. It is well known that A is entire, so .a is completely prime.
(7.7) PROPOSITION. 3 is the only non trivial two-sided ideal of K,,,6.
Proof: Let 4 be a two-sided ideal of 9Z_,,,6, and let us assume that y#{o}Jny 1 is a so a two-sided ideal, and if 3 n f # {0}, since .? n f is a G-module for the adjoint action, there must exist n such that p, + 2 c 3nf.
So P"~,,,E.T~$, therefore Fm81,2~dny, Vm>n, and c k+2 m3n cJn9.
Since .?=C,,,ao p,,+2, we have dim[99'/3ny]< + cc. If .7 n $ # 3, 313 n f is a finite dimensional BP ,,,,-module for the canonical left action, so there is a contradiction with (7.2), and necessarily 3 n f = 3. If we assume that the inclusion 3 c f is strict, there must exist k such that I?, c f, so Fk E f, and Frn E f, Vm > k. Since A,,, is generated (as a G-module for the adioint action) by F"', we can conclude that (01, and then I=9 ,;,6, which is excluded since Ymlilb is not prime.
Actually, we have proved that a prime ideal is {O}, or a prime ideal in the list. A non-zero primitive (resp. completely prime) ideal is prime, so it appears in the list.
Proqf qf 6. All ideals in the list are primitive except .B_ 1,,,6, which is not prime.
is completely prime by Theorem 1, but cannot be pri(!;2,i,~~~";;"uille!l'J lemma. (8. 3) Remark. In [2] , the following questions were raised: given a superalgebra G = Go 0 Gi, 9" its enveloping algebra, U the enveloping algebra of Go, $ a two sided ideal of Y, J= $J n -I/', if $ is prime, is J prime? if f is primitive, is J primitive, prime?
Now we set G = osp( 1,2), and we answer these questions in the negative. Take 2 = &, 3. # -&, then 4 is primitive, so 3 is prime. Using (4.4) J= (Q -qO)(Q -41) U, with q0 # 41, which is obviously not prime, and a fortiori not primitive.
KRULL DIMENSION OF A SUPERALGEBRA
In this section, we assume that G = Go@ Gt is a (general) superalgebra, we denote by Y its enveloping algebra, and by U the enveloping algebra of its even Lie subalgebra GO. It is immediate that 0 is an increasing mapping for the natural ordering. Let us show that it is stricly increasing:
We assume that M c M', and .I = A'. Writing M' = M@ V, we deduce that A'=JY@C~=~ ,.,,, ,uiV, so V= {0}, and M=M'. Now, we can use [6, 3.5.2) and conclude that K dim U d sK dim V. We then prove that K dim V < K dim U:
Using once more the P.B.W. theorem, there exists a finite basis {u;, i=o , .*., p} of the left U-module V. We fix u0 = 1. Any element u in V can be written uktl. We deduce that m' -m E ,ti;, but since JX~ = J&, it results that m' E A, and so A; + , = J& + , . Therefore -4' = A. Now, we use [6, 3. 521 and obtain that Kdim V <dev(ZP+]), where dev(lP+ ') is the deviation of the ordered set I"+' (see, e.g., [6] ). By [6 353 ) dev(l"+')=devI, but devZ=KdimU, so KdimYGKdimU. Since . . sK dim Y < K dim Y, the proof is complete.
(9.2) COROLLARY.
Ij" G is the orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(1, 2), one has K dim V = 2. Proof: It is known that Kdim U = 2 [ 121. 
